Sailing Terms - NauticEd Below is a list of the most common words still in use today, many of which. Anchorages - A suitable place for a ship to anchor in relation to the wind, sea, and bottom. - Fetch - The distance across water which a wind or waves have travelled; A Glossary of Nautical Terms A – Z Eolia Yacht Club - Yacht. 29 Jun 2012. Glossary of Nautical. Terms: English – Italian. Italian – English .. maritimo cooling (water, air) direction of waves, swells or seas direzione Lever: A Dictionary of Sea Terms, 1808. - Bruzelius.info See Also: standing wave. Definition: Very small wind driven waves. Definition: A body of water less sheltered than a harbour, where ships can find good anchorage while past the outside Definition: A sea anchorage outside a harbour. Sea Words - Water, Wind and Waves: A Glossary of Nautical Words. Key words: sea jargon, metaphor, idiom, nautical term, seafarer. absorbe...
a unique language and terminology over the on the ocean waves have seeded the growth of nautical terminology into this world of words, we discover a fascinating and enticing story, To be in Deep Water. Pirate Glossary of Nautical Terms - Talk like a pirate This is a partial glossary of nautical terms; some remain current, while many date from the 17th to 19th centuries. See also Wiktionary’s nautical terms, Category:Nautical terms, and Nautical metaphors in English. See the Further reading section for additional words and references. Above-water hull: The hull section of a vessel above the waterline, the visible. Glossary of Nautical Terms: English – French French – English. Seen a word you don’t understand, or one you want to know more about? . A unit of speed equivalent to one nautical mile per hour, qui equates to 1,852 meters per hour. A unit of speed equivalent to one nautical mile per hour. Fine droplets of sea water sprayed by the actions of the wind. The undulating movement of the sea. When only non-breaking waves are Being Ocean Waves - Islandnet.com This is a glossary of nautical terms; some remain current, many date from the. (quoted from A Sea of Words); bowline - A type of knot, producing a strong loop of a. .. They are worth very little, leading to the phrase no great shakes. sheer - The spindrift - Finely-divided water swept from crest of waves by strong winds. Images for Sea Words. Water, Wind and Waves: A Glossary of Nautical Words and Phrases Title, Sea Words - Water, Wind and Waves: A Glossary of Nautical Words and Phrases. Author, Michael W. Williams. Publisher, London Press, 2007. Sea Words Water Wind And Waves A Glossary of Nautical Words . logbook wind force terms in a form that is comprehensible to the modern-day reader. Pirrie, W. (1895) Technical dictionary of sea terms, phrases and words: water and wind to turn mills, and other machines, depending on a. Description of the state of the sea. Wind speed. (knots) range. Sea state. Wave height. (m). 0. A glossary of the sea - general information about the sea Hawaiian word used as a greeting, a send-off, a sign of affection and/or a wish. A reflected wave, caused by water pushed up onto a steep grade of beach. Bumpy ocean and wave conditions that are rough due to strong winds and/or currents. The marine term for a nautical mile, which equals approximately 1.2 miles. Pirates of the Caribbean -- Piratical and other nautical terms, a. Many phrases that have been adopted into everyday use originate from. but it came from the Old Dutch word loef which meant “windward” and was sailed higher to the wind and was thus drawn apart from the rest of the fleet. Fathom - A nautical measure equal to six feet, used to measure the depth of water at sea.